Social advocacy: a conceptual model to extend post-intervention effectiveness
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ABSTRACT
Commercial marketing literature highlights benefits from brand advocates who recruit and promote in the interest of the commercial entity. However, a similar focus is lacking on how advocacy can extend the effectiveness of social change initiatives. We utilise a case study to demonstrate the benefit of social advocacy and its impact on behaviour change, and thereby propose an advocacy model. To develop this conceptual model, we discuss several key areas; behaviour change and advocacy, advocate identification, and how to influence advocacy within communities and individuals. This research provides a guiding framework for practitioners to develop programs and interventions with advocacy triggers and strategies to enhance the longevity and effectiveness of social change programs through participant-based advocacy. Thus, giving intervention programs in a variety of organisational structures e.g. non-profit, corporate, government etc. a specific model to increase the effectiveness of social programs. Our paper extends behaviour change literature by leveraging social marketing concepts to modify and extend the transtheoretical model.

Introduction
Social behaviour change literature rarely reports on the utility of advocacy and fails to discuss how to identify and develop behaviour change advocates. Commercial literature has long recognised the benefits of advocacy recognising cost savings that arise when consumers willingly exchange information and provide recommendations to others based on positive experiences (Chelminski & Coulter, 2011). At its strongest advocacy is referred to as brand evangelism, when consumers persuade brand adoption or discourage others away from competing brands (Becerra & Badrinarayanan, 2013; Scarpi, 2010). Brand loyalists may be part of a brand community, relaying messages of brand love to others (Coelho et al., 2019). This study builds on previous research from the marketing and behaviour change fields to create an interdisciplinary social advocacy model for use in advancing societal causes.
Corporate marketing uses brand loyalty and brand evangelism to promote brands, extending the lifetime value of its customer base. McKinsey’s Consumer Decision Journey uses advocacy and loyalty to trigger re-engagement (Van Bommel et al., 2014). Advocacy has been considered in behaviour change programs (Lam & Mattson, 2019; Kennedy & Parsons, 2012; Kennedy, 2016; Wood, 2012). McDonald et al. (2012) reports that advocacy was used alongside the Transtheoretical model (TTM) to explore the impact of community involvement on behaviour change.

Considering a polythetic approach to behaviour change, the TTM is suitable because of the alignment of the advocacy construct with the four dimensions (stages of change, self-efficacy, the process of change, and decisional balance). Adopting the TTM can extend the longevity of intervention and post program effectiveness.

**Behaviour change and advocacy**

The concept of advocacy’s utility in social change programs remains under-explored when compared to commercially focussed literature (Borden & Mahamane, 2020; Lam & Mattson, 2019; McDonald et al., 2012; Raeside et al., 2019; Udosen et al., 2019). Advocacy originates from corporate concept’s of loyalty and word of mouth (WOM). Schouten et al. (2007) explain that consumers who are brand loyal or evangelical are more likely to be a part of a consumer collective, where groups share experiences. Consumers with a favourable attitude towards a brand, product, or service, have greater brand trust (Rotter, 1980).

The construct of advocacy has been applied within the health sector (Hubinette et al., 2017; Palmer et al., 2012). The Health Communication Advocacy Tool aims to help practitioners increase advocacy in the health sector (Lam & Mattson, 2019). Peer-based interventions have demonstrated positive outcomes, increasing cervical cancer screening (Mbachu et al., 2017) and HIV awareness (Ibrahim et al., 2012). Within the mental health context, participants with positive advocacy intentions showed favourable attitudes towards treatment (Collins et al., 2019). Community-based advocacy limited violence against women who had abusive partners, with results indicating participants who received advocacy services were twice as likely not to experience violence post program.

Change agents from various disciplines are pivotal in influencing societal change (Kennedy & Parsons, 2012; Kennedy, 2016). Efforts should be coordinated across all three levels, micro, meso, and macro (Parkinson et al., 2017), to leverage the benefits of advocacy within the program. Llewellyn and Northway (2008) developed multiple definitions of advocacy across all three ecological levels within the context of intellectual disabilities, which is referred to as the hierarchies of advocacy.

Theory application improves intervention outcomes (Michie & Abraham, 2004), and provides a knowledge base (Michie & Prestwich, 2010). Social support structures, including advocacy, are largely absent from behaviour change theories. Taken together, literature indicates that advocacy has received limited attention in behavioural change discipline.

**Identifying advocacy**

Advocacy is the consumer exchanging information and recommendations to others based on their positive experience (Chelminski & Coulter, 2011). Many forms exist
including peer advocacy, class advocacy, self-advocacy, legal advocacy, and community/citizen advocacy (Cantley et al., 2003; Rapaport et al., 2005). Advocacy has also been defined as an attempt to influence policy through the decisions of government and institutions through civil society to achieve a collective societal goal (Boris & Mosher-Williams, 1998; Jenkins, 2006). Boris and Mosher-Williams (1998) state that combining civic partnerships, social capital, and the public’s voice is vital to enact policy change. Findings from Chapman et al. (2012) affirms the need for more clarification around advocacy and what type of advocacy is appropriate, formally or informally. There is a basic understanding of advocacy as a construct in a social context. However, there is limited knowledge of the types of advocacy and its effect (Chapman et al., 2012).

Commercially, advocates can originate from a brand community that relays messages of brand love to others (Coelho et al., 2019). Organisations with a high level of consumer engagement benefit from consumer advocacy (Barreto & Ramalho, 2019). Similarly, advocacy can also be considered altruistic behaviour, benefiting others (Price et al., 1995). Consumers may be connected to a brand based on their identity, and those who form a bond with the brand will start sharing knowledge with others (Jeon, 2017).

Brand Evangelism considered the highest level of advocacy. Evangelists lend vocal support to the brand, persuading others to purchase, positively reinforce brand adoption through WOM, provide brand referrals, and discourage consumption of competing brands (Becerra & Badrinarayanan, 2013; Scarpi, 2010).

Advocacy of behaviour change occurs when a participant’s behaviour transcends beyond the maintenance and termination stages identified in the TTM (Prochaska & Norcross, 2001). From a social identity lens, changes in behaviour can become part of a person’s identity (Underwood, Bond, & Bayer, 2001), leading to recommendations, role modelling of behaviours to the community, and social cohesion.

Advocacy is reciprocal; consumers advocate for the company, and the company advocates for its consumers’ interests (Urban, 2005). Commercial entities benefit from continuing brand loyalty and engaged brand communities (Becerra & Badrinarayanan, 2013) through building mutual relationships. By understanding how advocacy, change managers can facilitate lasting behavioural change. Current models and theory lack this utility because advocacy is a construct requiring an intrinsic connection.

**Influencing advocacy**

A theoretically guided influence framework is needed. Advocates motivate others to change based on either intrinsic or extrinsic motivations; intrinsic being driven by goals aligned with social norms and their values; and extrinsic being those who seek reward-based outcomes to validate their self-worth (Kong et al., 2012). In a social context, intrinsic motivation is favourable. In contrast, extrinsic motivation is negatively or weakly associated with outcomes (Cecere et al., 2014; Lepper et al., 2005; Wolters et al., 1996).

Advocates influence greater customer retention and loyalty in a corporate context and strengthen revenue streams. Advocacy is a critical component of the loyalty ladder framework (Helen et al., 1999). When individuals connect with brand (intrinsic or extrinsic), that brand becomes part of their identity, enhancing the probability of advocates influencing the market (Anderson, 1998). If you can create more individuals with a positive
experience, there is an increased likelihood of developing brand advocates (Mutyala, 2010). Brands use complex models such as the identity-motivated marketing relationship framework (Lam, 2012; Wolter & Cronin, 2017) to extend relationships with their consumers (Mousavi et al., 2017; Lam, 2012).

Consider experiential marketing, which takes a customer-centric approach by connecting through experiences, focusing on the individual’s goals, image, emotions, values, and desires (Srinivasan & Srivastava, 2010). Individual’s recall positive experiences and they communicate this to their networks, potentially increasing the salience and revenue of the product or service (Srinivasan & Srivastava, 2010). Advocates influence other community members to reengage further with the brand. Therefore, advocates communicate their satisfaction with the product/service and experience, influencing adoption and acceptance within their communities (Keller, 1993). These models recognise the value of social influence in supporting brands over the longer term. Advocacy goes beyond a transactional relationship, as advocates are motivated by kinship with the brand, leading to active promotion (Lowenstein, 2011).

Current intervention benchmarks focus on developing programs, products, and services, not post-intervention support structures that can create lasting behaviour change, including advocacy. Social marketing’s benchmark criterion were initially penned to distinguish social marketing from other social science fields (e.g. public health) (Andreasen, 2002; French & Blair-Stevens, 2005). The criteria first emerged with Andreasen’s (2002) six benchmarks evolving into the National Social Marketing Centre’s eight benchmarks which aim to gauge how successful a social marketing intervention should be. Benchmarks are customer orientation; behaviour; theory; insights, exchange, competition, segmentation, and marketing mix (French & Blair-Stevens, 2006).

Current benchmarks do not consider the longevity of an intervention or post-intervention effectiveness. In a corporate context, advocacy is regularly used to maximise customer retention and loyalty and to sustain revenue streams; as consumers will favourably communicate their satisfaction with a product and or service, as adoption enhances acceptance (Lam, 2012; Wolter & Cronin, 2017).

**Situating advocacy in a behaviour change theory**

Several theories dominate social marketing practice. These are; Social Cognitive Theory (SCT); (Holes, 2016); Social Learning Theory (SLT) (Bandura, 1977; Ockene et al., 2000); Health Belief Model (HBM) (Glassman et al., 2018); Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991); Theory of Interpersonal Behaviour (TIB) (Ibrahim et al., 2018); and the Transtheoretical Model (TTM) (Prochaska & Norcross, 2001; Prochaska, 1992).

The TPB focuses on predicting behaviour, while the HBM seeks to understand people’s psychologies to better predict and promote certain behaviours, ignoring current behaviours. Social advocacy or peer advocacy requires existing behaviours to be shared with others, which can lead to the development of habits. SCT, like TTM, takes individual self-efficacy into account; yet it looks at the role that the ecological environment plays in influencing decisions, choices, and direction. SCT does not factor in how people alter their behaviour by taking action or forming habits that lead to particular outcomes. The TTM model focuses on the individual process of change and how individuals can influence
others through decisional balance, personal self-efficacy, and the process of change. These connections could be applied to advocacy efforts.

We argue that the TTM incorporates habits. Through this process, positive behaviours are developed, enacted, and maintained. This leads to healthy habits and the termination of negative ones. Promoting positive behaviour should include individual and peer advocacy to ensure learning is genuinely shared with others. Therefore, advocacy is the fifth theoretical dimension of the TTM. For this reason, using TTM as the foundation to build the social advocacy framework seems appropriate.

**Transtheoretical model**

The TTM is popular in identifying an individual’s readiness to change (Prochaska, 1992). The TTM explains how individuals move between states referred to as pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, and termination (Prochaska & Norcross, 2001). The model considers: stages of change, self-efficacy, the process of change, and decisional balance (Migneault et al., 2005).

Individuals at each stage will be ready to change their current behaviour to desired behaviour (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997). TTM has been applied in health (Brown-Peterside et al., 2000; Weinstock et al., 2000), diet and nutrition (Spencer et al., 2007), and physical activity (Hutchison et al., 2009). The concept of advocacy has been applied to interventions through community involvement and a peer education setting. McDonald et al. (2012) propose directly pairing the TTM with community-based advocacy; advocacy campaigns should target individuals within the contemplation and preparation stage, as advocacy is developed within the active state of change. Thus, demonstrating the individual’s willingness to change their behaviour can be influenced by the vocalisation or support of an advocate in or past the action stage.

Social support could be deemed an advocacy factor and a potential strategy to influence change. Extending social support to mediation, the TTM use within behaviour change shows preliminary evidence necessary in targeting behaviour (Lewis et al., 2006), with calls to explore social support further. Slater (1999) identified how to integrate disparate theories of media effects using the Transtheoretical framework, providing valuable insight into how practitioners can approach complicated behaviour change communication. This can also include the dimension of decisional balance, given progression of behaviour change is dependent on the advantages and disadvantages between the current and desired behaviours (Migneault et al., 2005). The societal perception may determine willingness to adopt change (Joseph et al., 1999).

**Conceptual model**

A conceptual model based on extending Prochaska and Norcross’s (2001) TTM is proposed to address the gap in advocacy within behaviour change literature, see figure 1. Andreasen’s (2002)’s social marketing benchmarks do not address participant advocacy post-intervention, limiting effectiveness assessments to behaviour change, thus, excluding the participants who advocate or promote change both during and after the conclusion of an intervention. Three additional steps to better understand social advocacy are proposed to extend the TTM: identity, community, and role modelling. The inclusion of
additional categories is an attempt to promote (brand) evangelists in behaviour change, who may promote an approach-avoidance relationship (Schmitt, 2013) and disseminate their experiences to recruit, dissuade, and promote (McConnell & Huba, 2002).

Based on the Stages of Change Model, this conceptual model delivers a framework for social advocacy that behaviour change professionals can use. The framework can be applied in initiatives across multiple social contexts. The proposed linear constructs utilise the concepts of identity, community, and role modelling. The model also includes a nonlinear element of advocacy, indicating that at any stage, advocacy can occur within the behaviour change process. We envision this model to aid the promotion of interventions and social programs through advocacy and the ability to segment target audiences on additional constructs.

The identity construct is based on Belk (1988)’s consumer-adaption of self-theory and works around the extension of self from a consumer perspective (Sheth & Solomon, 2014). Within this context of the consumer-based extension of self, we replace the idea of possession, defining the self with a behaviour or a social product the individual has adopted. We argue that those who have changed their behaviour rewrite their identity, who they perceive to be, and how others will now view them. For example, individuals who shift from traditional to vegan products will construct a new argument for their existing identity through health-based improvements (Mai & Hoffmann, 2015) and ethical and moral intentions (Conor et al., 2018; Graça et al., 2015). Meaning, if the individuals experience of behaviour change was favourable, a new identity is woven, and positive WOM occurs.

Theoretically, the individual progresses from a personal identity to a community identity, e.g. a vegan. The construct of identifying with a behavioural community resembles the commercialised concept of brand community. We define brand communities as a group of brand loyalists who influence, motivate, and foster relationships through engagement with like-minded members (Dessart et al., 2019; Ouwersloot et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2012). The concept of brand communities is not to be mistaken as a specific subculture (de Burgh-woodman & Brace-govan, 2007), as the group of brand loyalists or enthusiasts do not necessarily share characteristics that are homogeneous amongst the

![Figure 1. Social advocacy model – adapted from the TTM.](image-url)
segment other than their brand love for the product, service, and or experience. This recognises that communities of people who embrace a positive response to behaviour change initiatives might have heterogeneous demographical characteristics. Brand communities influence increasing brand love, advocacy, loyalty appreciation, and relationships (Coelho et al., 2019; McA Alexander et al., 2002). Zhou et al. (2012) infer two realms, 1) community and 2) brand. In the context of behaviour change, the brand is interchanged with the program’s focal behaviour and intervention shifts.

The construct of role modelling is the final stage of the proposed social advocacy model. An individual considered a role model occurs when he/she transitions through the entire behaviour change process – an aspirational benchmark for others going through or contemplating a change. Evans et al. (2010) proposed a framework to tackle childhood obesity through ecologically focused interventions and social programs – which consider role modelling or peer educators’ as essential influences on behaviour change. Behaviour change literature has interchangeably used peer educator, advisor, and support downstream interventions in the context of gender equality (Martam, 2016), financial capability (Campbell et al., 2022), sexual health (Mabuie, 2020), and nutrition (Martin et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2000).

Peer advocacy as a construct depends on the progression through the TTM stages. We view advocacy as an upstream and downstream function, irrespective of the past literature. Advocacy can generate change at the self-identity and community level, shifting people’s intentions, attitudes, and behaviours, allowing for role modelling in both macro or micro settings.

We postulate that individuals can experience empowerment via advocacy or influence others once they complete the behaviour change process.

**Social advocacy in practice**

The proposed conceptual model can be observed in the CRISIL Foundation CSR program, Mein Pragati ( ‘I am progress’ in Hindi). The program focuses on raising financial literacy, knowledge, and capability through a peer advocacy scheme implemented in Assam, India. The cross-sector collaboration occurs between Rashtriya Gramin Vikas Nidhi (RGVN) and communities (Campbell et al., 2022). Peer educators known as Sakhis (‘friends’ in Hindi) are enlisted to provide financial know-how for women from rural areas. Sakhis are selected based on their lived experience and participation in the Mein Pragati program. The Sakhis are invited to provide financial support and advice within their communities and work alongside Mein Pragati and RGVN. The prerequisite to being a peer educator is improved financial status and a demonstrated ability to secure financial independence, thus allowing for the transfer of their positive behaviours including financial knowledge, literacy, and capability. Mein Pragati uses social advocacy principles to extend program effectiveness, see **Figure 2**.

To apply the social advocacy model to the Mein Pragati program, the application of the model was split into three key stages, 1) participants of the program adopt positive financial behaviours, 2) participants of the program terminate negative financial behaviours and maintain positive financial habits, and 3) participants of the program start to advocate to other individuals and community, making the intervention more sustainable and extending its effectiveness. As the social advocacy model is an extension of the TTM,
stages one and two represent all stages of the TTM. In contrast, stage three highlights the role of advocacy to others, the community or other individuals. Mein Pragati made a notable and sustained impact on the rural community in Assam, India. For this initiative, the CRISIL Foundation won a CSR award from the Government of India ("CRISIL Foundation bags National CSR Award, 2019").

The social advocacy model can benefit all sectors of the behaviour change environment. Societal programs in corporate, nonprofit, and government settings can leverage participant advocacy, leading to more sustainable programs in terms of the effectiveness of the program’s desired outcomes and impact.

**Discussion & future research**

This advocacy model provides an advocacy tool, which can be used to increase program adoption and the maintenance of the desired behaviour thereby extending program effectiveness. Regardless of the driver of change, governments, nonprofits, or corporates can use the social advocacy model within varying contexts. It will allow behaviour change practitioners to extend behavioural outcomes by empowering individuals through the change process, allowing for a transfer of their aggregated knowledge to others. The framework is focused on the continued delivery of change beyond intervention funding. However, the framework must be paired with an organisational structure for behaviour change. Strategy, systems, and processes are needed for social advocacy model
implementation to ensure that individuals going through the change process can transfer knowledge and empower others or communities.

The managerial contribution of the social advocacy framework is the provision of a series of strategies that practitioners can apply to develop advocacy for social programs and interventions. The conceptual model offers practitioners a nonlinear advocacy model guided by TTM that can be used to develop programs and interventions to ensure that social advocacy triggers and strategies are embedded to enhance longevity and effectiveness through participant-based advocacy, resulting in better allocation of resources to extend social outcomes and impact.

From a theoretical perspective, the paper helps contextualise the concept of social advocacy and define its purpose within behaviour change literature. The main contribution is developing a theoretically informed framework to promote advocacy with social & behaviour change programs/interventions. The framework will assist in the theoretical identification of an advocate and inform how advocates influence and implement advocacy within a change program and intervention.

As this is a conceptual model of behaviour change extension, future research is recommended to empirically test the validity of the theoretical contributions. The research would investigate varying drivers of change (government, nonprofit, and corporate) and social contexts (health, environment, and community). Thus, testing for real-world applications, outcomes, and impacts. Future research could also retrospectively investigate behaviour change programs to validate the model through a grounded theory approach. Another research gap presents itself in how to deliver an intervention using the social advocacy model, as there is a requirement for program development. In contrast, the proposed model is focused on the extension of change.
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